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ABSTRACT: We present results from ring polymer molecular dynamics
experiments that provide microscopic insights into the characteristics of
the isotopic stabilizations of H and D aqueous species in the first
solvation shell of a halide I− ion in water nanoclusters at low
temperatures. The analysis of the simplest I−·(HOD) dimer shows a
clear propensity for the light isotope to lie at the non-hydrogen-bonded
dangling position. Our results predict that, at T ∼ 50 K, I−·(DOH) isomers are three times more abundant than I−·(HOD) ones.
The reasons for such stabilization can be traced back to differences in the nuclear kinetic energy projected along directions
perpendicular to the plane of the water molecule. Dynamical implications of these imbalances are shown to be reflected in the
characteristics of the corresponding bands of the infrared spectroscopic signals. A similar analysis performed in larger aggregates
containing ∼20 water molecules reveals, in contrast, a stabilization of the light isotope along I−···HO hydrogen bonds. Effects
derived from the consideration of smaller halide anions with larger electric fields at the surface are also examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical interpretations of the characteristics of the solvation of
ionic species in aqueous media normally focus on the interplay
between ion−water and water−water interactions, which
exhibit competitive characteristics. In this context, the analysis
of the hydration of simple ions in nanoclusters is enlightening
because this analysis can be posed in terms of piecewise
modifications that take place in the global arrangement of
increasing numbers of solvent molecules around ionic species.
Trimers of the type X−·(H2O)2 are the simplest aggregates in
which the latter competitive ingredients are present. The
examination of the sequence X = I, Br, Cl, Fl as the solute
species is particularly instructive, revealing the evolution in
solvent structure, as one considers anions with increasing water
affinity. A large body of spectroscopic1−4 and theoretical
studies5−14 have clearly demonstrated that, along that sequence,
a gradual transition takes place from stable C1 conformers
(characterized by two anionic hydrogen bonds (HB) and a
third intrawater one) toward C2 arrangements, in which the
third interaction appears severely weakened or practically
missing.
The possibility of incorporating different isotopic species

represents an interesting tool to disentangle experimental
spectroscopic signals.15,16 In particular, the consideration of
mixed nanoclusters combining H2O, D2O, and HOD molecules
provides clear signatures of the local solvation structures that
prevail in different cluster environments. Using combined path
integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) techniques, we recently
examined the relative stability of H and D isotopes at dangling
(i.e., surface) positions in contrast to connective (i.e.,

intermolecular) positions in nanoscopic water aggregates.17

Our analysis showed a clear propensity of light isotopes to lie at
the cluster surfaces. Moreover, the characteristics of the
predicted infrared spectra reflect this distribution.
The presence of solute species within water clusters

introduces additional inhomogeneities in their close vicinities
that should naturally lead to differences in the relative isotopic
stabilities at connective positions in their closest solvation
shells. Using Ar-tagging techniques, Diken et al.18 have
reported mid-infrared spectra of I−·(H2O), I

−·(D2O), and I−·
(HOD); by comparing the magnitudes of different spectral
peaks, they concluded that, at temperatures of the order of
∼30−40 K, I−·(DOH) isomers should be 1 order of magnitude
more abundant than their I−· (HOD) counterparts. A follow-up
article by Harvath et al.19 included a much more comprehensive
analysis of anharmonicities and isotopic effects on infrared
signals from similar dimers, including I−, Br−, and Cl− as solute
species. From a theoretical perspective, these studies represent
optimal benchmarks to test the performance of Hamiltonians of
increasing complexity, such as, for example, the six-dimensional
potential energy surface designed by Bowman and collaborators
to model interactions in the Cl−·(H2O) dimer.

20−22

Herein, we will present results from ring polymer molecular
dynamics23 (RPMD) simulations that focus on the thermody-
namic stability of aqueous H and D atoms in the solvation of a
single I− anion embedded in alternative water clusters. In doing
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so, we refrain here from implementing highly refined,
computationally intensive force fields; instead, we adopted a
much simpler, mean-field model Hamiltonian that was
specifically designed to correctly capture nuclear quantum
effects on the structure and dynamics of bulk water at ambient
conditions. Our simulation results show that this level of
approximation is not only sufficient to obtain general
agreement with direct spectroscopic signals but, equally
important, also provides physically sound guidance about key
elements that control the differences in the isotopic stabilities
and qualitative trends as one considers smaller solutes or
varying numbers of solvent molecules.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in section II, we

briefly describe the model and methodological details. Section
III contains the main results of the study. In section IV, we
provide a summary of the main conclusions.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION PROCEDURE
We examined equilibrium and dynamical characteristics of
aqueous nanoclusters combining HOD and H2O and
containing, in addition, a single X− anion [X− = I− or Br−].
The propensity of each isotope to coordinate with the solute
was analyzed by performing computer simulations relying on
the RPMD scheme developed by Manolopoulos et al.23 to
describe nuclear quantum effects. For equilibrium properties,
predictions from the latter approach can be made effectively
exact and coincide with those obtained via standard PIMD
sampling.24 The RPMD method,23 based on a discretized path-
integral approach, provides approximate quantum nuclear
dynamics, as well.
As we mentioned in the previous section, our force field is

the q-TIP4P/F model25 that has been tailored to properly
mimic quantum nuclear effects on the structure and dynamics
of bulk water. We should mention that this Hamiltonian
incorporates nonharmonic intramolecular interactions, a key
element to properly capturing effects derived from isotopic
substitutions.26 In a similar spirit, solute−solvent interactions
were taken from the best-fits reported in ref 27 for the related,
four-site, rigid TIP4P model, without further modification,
assuming the usual geometric and arithmetic means for
combining length and energy parameters, respectively. As a
direct test to validate the use of this model for the present
purpose of exploring isotope effects on ion solvation, we
computed the solute−oxygen radial distribution function for
bulk water at ambient conditions. The profile (not shown)
presents a main maximum located at r = 3.60 Å, followed by a
first minimum at r = 4.15; moreover, the area under this main
peak includes an average number of nearest water neighbors of
∼7.2. These set of values agree reasonably with previous
simulation studies performed with nonpolarizable27−29 and
polarizable30,31 potential models as well as a more recent ab
initio simulation.32

RPMD trajectories were generated by implementing a
transformation from Cartesian to normal-mode coordinates.33

In addition, we incorporated a multiple-time-step algorithm34

that discriminated fast components (i.e., intramolecular
interactions in the isomorphic polymers and intramolecular
contributions to V) from the rest of the (more slowly varying)
components of the forces. Appropriate canonical sampling was
obtained by coupling each normal mode to a chain of three
Nose−́Hoover thermostats.35 Time-dependent information was
collected from ensembles of 50 microcanonical, not thermo-
stated, runs lasting typically ∼100 ps, with statistically

independent, initial configurations taken from previous canon-
ical trajectories. In all cases, the number of discrete path integral
points needed is rather large and was set to P = 300. With this P
value, averages obtained from statistically independent experi-
ments performed at T = 50 K presented differences that were
below 2%.

III. RESULTS
Before embarking on the analysis of isotopic stability, we
present information about the quality of the predictions of our
simulations employing the model Hamiltonian mentioned in
the previous section. In Table 1, we list a set of relevant

equilibrium distances and angles corresponding to global
minimum configurations for X−·(H2O) (X− = I− or Br−)
dimers using the q-TIP4P/F Hamiltonian, along with results
obtained from quantum calculations reported in refs 13 and 19.
The overall geometry of these configurations is similar to the
one depicted in Figure 1a; one observes a connective Hc along
an anionic HB and a second Hd at a dangling position. In what
follows, subscripts “c” and “d” will denote these connectivities,
respectively. The direct examination of the data shows that
differences in the interatomic distances do not surpass ∼2%.
Note that in some cases, these differences are comparable to
computational uncertainties. The largest discrepancies appear
in the alignment of the ionic HB, somewhat less marked in the
q-TIP4P/F case, which is reflected in the magnitudes of ϕOHbX.
Still, for both solutes, the differences are, at most, ∼ 8−9%. As
such, this level of agreement justifies our model treatment of
the interactions for the purpose of examining trends semi-
quantitatively.

III.A. The I−·(DOH) dimer. We will start by examining the
propensities of the two isotopes to lie at dangling and
connective positions in the I−·(HOD) dimer. The intercon-
version process of interest can be described in terms of the
following reaction:

· → ·− −I (H OD ) I (D OH )c d c d (1)

Table 1. Equilibrium Geometries for X−·(H2O)

parameter Br− I−

rOHd
0.94 0.94

0.96a 0.96a

rOHc
0.97 0.96

0.99a 0.98a

0.98b 0.97b

rXHc
2.37 2.66

2.29a 2.55a

2.38b 2.75b

ϕHdOHc
100.3 100.7

100.6a 100.6a

99.7b 99.4a

ϕ OHcX 158.0 152.3

167.5a 165.4a

χHdOHcX 180.0 180.0

180.0a 180.0a

aFrom ref 19. bFrom ref 13. Lengths are given in angstroms; angles ϕ
and χ are expressed in degrees. Subscripts “c” and “d” refer to
connective and dangling positions.
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The relative stabilities of reactant and product states in the
previous equation can be computed from the associated free-
energy profile, namely:

β ξ δ ξ ξ∝ ⟨ − ⟩+ +A( ) ( ) (2)

where ξ represents an order parameter that clearly discrim-
inates between reactive and product states. In the present
context, we found it convenient to adopt the following
definition:

ξ θ θ= −H D (3)

where

θ =
·

| | | |
r r
r r

cos i
OI
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Oi
cnt

OI
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(4)

In the previous equation, rij
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(5)

represents the centroid coordinate of the ith water nucleus (see
Figure 1a). Clearly, negative (positive) values of ζ correspond
to I−·(HcODd) (I

−·(DcOHd)) configurations.
In Figure 2, we present the profile for βA(ζ) for the H ↔ D

interchange (black circles) at T = 50 K. The results were
obtained by implementing a standard umbrella sampling
procedure.36 The sampling was controlled by adding to the
original Hamiltonian an extra-bias harmonic term, Vbias(ζ), of
the type:

ξ ξ ξ= −V
k

( )
2

( )bias
bias

0
2

(6)

with kbias ∼ 3 × 10−4 kcal/(mol deg−2). A total of five
overlapping windows, centered at equidistant values of ξ0, were
necessary to span the [−75°, 75°] interval of the order

parameter. The plot of A(ξ) presents a global minimum close
to ξ ~ 60°, which confirms the stability of the conformer
exhibiting a free H; on the other hand, the maximum of the
curve that corresponds to the transition-state lies practically at ξ
= 0. The free-energy difference between stable states is of the
order of 1.2 kBT ~ 40 cm−1, a value that agrees reasonably well
with the estimate reported from differences between zero-point
energy (ZPE) obtained from experimental mid-infrared signals
and theoretical data, ΔVZPE ~ 56 cm−1.18

For the sake of completeness, in Figure 2 we have also
included symmetric profiles for the interchange between
bonding and dangling positions of hydrogen atoms in H2O
(red triangles) and the deuterium atoms in D2O (blue squares).
These translocations involve the passage over the C2v
transition-state structure depicted in Figure 1b. Note that the
magnitudes of the free-energy barriers computed from the
stable reactant and product states of eq 1 remain reasonable
estimates for the corresponding barriers of the profiles for H2O
and D2O. More importantly, the ∼1.15 kBT reduction in the
magnitude of the activation barrier in the H2O case, compared
to the one for D2O, demonstrates the important modifications
due to the different magnitudes of ZPE and tunneling effects in
light and heavy water.
In ref 18, it was suggested that the H stabilization at the

dangling position was controlled by the magnitude of the
frequency of the out-of-plane (OOP) intermolecular vibration,
which corresponds to frustrated rotations of the water
molecule. In what follows, we will present additional evidence
that supports this observation. Our analysis will start by
considering the harmonic approximation for ΔA proposed by
Ceriotti et al.,37 namely:

Δ ∼ − ⟨ ⟩ − ⟨ ⟩A m m T T2[1 ( / ) ]( )H D
1/2

H Hd c (7)

In the previous expression, ⟨THi
⟩ represents the average

quantum kinetic energy of the light isotope at position i (i =
d,c). Within the context of a path-integral scheme, the values of
⟨THi

⟩ can be computed from the following virial estimate:38

∑
β

⟨ ⟩ = + − ·∇
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(8)

In Table 2a, we present results for ⟨THi
⟩ and ⟨TDi

⟩in the I−·
(HOD) dimer. One observes that the coulomb coupling with

Figure 1. (a) Snapshot of an I−·(HOD) dimer configuration in the
vicinity of the free-energy global minimum, ξ ∼ 60° (see text). (b) C2v
transition-state configuration for the interchange between connecting
and dangling hydrogens in I−·(H2O). (c) H ↔ D interchange shown
in eq 11. For clarity, D atoms are rendered in pink.

Figure 2. Free-energy profile for the reaction shown in eq 1 (black
circles) at T = 50 K. Also shown are results for the interchange
between connecting and dangling hydrogen atoms in I−·(H2O) (red
triangles) and deuterium atoms in I−·(D2O) (blue squares).
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the I− promotes a net increment of ~11 (~7) meV in the total
kinetic energy of the connecting H(D), compared to the
dangling one that, according to eq 7, leads naturally rroto the
stabilization of the latter geometry. Similar effects were
reported in our previous analysis of interconversions between
dangling and hydrogen-bond donor hydrogens in (H2O)8.

17

We remark that the latter variations in the kinetic energies go
hand-in-hand with the extent of the spatial localizations of the
corresponding atoms. Consequently, the resulting magnitudes
are the result of a complex interplay between the topologies of
the intramolecular and intermolecular potential energy surfaces.
Following previous analysis,26,39 we found it useful to
decompose the proton kinetic energies into projected
contributions along three relevant orthogonal orientations: (i)
the first one, hereafter referred to as ⟨Ti

∥⟩, corresponds to the
direction parallel to the relevant rOH

cnt vector; (ii) the second
one, ⟨TIP⟩, corresponds to the in-plane (IP) direction
perpendicular to OH vector; and finally, (iii) the third
corresponds to ⟨TOOP⟩, the OOP direction perpendicular to
the plane of the water molecule.
At both the “c” and “d” positions, the quantum increment of

the average kinetic energy with respect to the classical result, i.e
0.5β−1 ∼ 2.15 meV, is clearly dominated by intramolecular
interactions. At connecting positions, ionic Coulomb attrac-
tions promote a mild softening of the OHc stretching potential
which leads to a small (∼1%) depletion of the corresponding
kinetic energy. The difference between ⟨THi

IP⟩ reduces the
parallel trend, but it is still the difference between the OOP
contributions that dominates the overall stabilization of the
light isotope at the dangling position (see entries in the fourth

column). Inserting the global kinetic energy difference for H
atoms into eq 7, one obtains βΔA ∼ −1.4, a value that
compares favorably with the prediction obtained from the non-
Boltzmann sampling mentioned above.
The previous considerations have implications in the time

domain which are clearly manifested in the characteristics of the
infrared spectra. In Figure 3 we present results for the relative

frequencies of the IR spectrum of the dimer. The plots were
extracted from the Fourier transform of the second derivative of
the dipole autocorrelation function of the water molecule,33

namely:

∫ω ω μ μ∝ ⟨ ̇ · ̇ ⟩
∞

I t t t( ) d cos( ) ( ) (0)
0

RPMD (9)

where ⟨···⟩RPMD denotes a RPMD average.40 To eliminate
spurious signals originating from the fast modes of the
intrapolymer interactions, the time correlation functions were
evaluated following the procedure described in ref 41. This
methodology consists of performing RPMD simulations while
applying a Langevin thermostat coupled only to the internal
modes of the ring polymer.
The top panel of Figure 3 contains results for the stretching

band. The solid-line plot corresponds to results from a 10 ns
trajectory that included several H−D interchange episodes
between dangling and connective positions. The overall line
shape can be viewed as containing two bands at ωrel ∼ 0 and
−1200 cm−1, which clearly correspond to localized OH and
OD stretching motions, respectively. In each band, two sub-
bands are also clearly perceptible and can be ascribed to

Table 2. Average Kinetic Energy (meV) for H and D Atoms
in Aqueous Clusters Containing I− at Different Connective
Positions

I−·(HOD)

Hd Hc Hd − Hc

⟨THi
⟩ 139.1 149.8 −10.7

⟨THi

∥ ⟩ 99.9 98.5 1.4

⟨THi

IP⟩ 27.2 31.7 −4.5

⟨THi

OOP⟩ 11.9 19.5 −7.6

Dd Dc Dd − Dc

⟨TDi
⟩ 94.2 101.0 −6.8

⟨TDi

∥ ⟩ 72.2 68.9 3.3

⟨TDi

IP⟩ 15.5 18.9 −3.4

⟨TDi

OOP⟩ 6.5 13.2 −6.7

I−·(HOD)n[H2O]21−n
a

Hw Hc Hw − Hc

⟨THi
⟩/n 153.2 151.1 2.1

⟨THi

∥ ⟩/n 98.6 99.8 −1.2

⟨THi

IP⟩/n 33.2 32.2 1.0

⟨THi

OOP⟩/n 21.4 19.1 2.3

Dw Dc Dw − Dc

⟨TDi
⟩/n 105.2 103.6 1.6

⟨TDi

∥ ⟩/n 69.2 70.2 −1.0

⟨TDi

IP⟩/n 21.2 20.4 0.8

⟨TDi

OOP⟩/n 14.8 13.0 1.8

aHere, n refers to the number of water molecules in the halide ion
first-solvation shell (see text).

Figure 3. Top panel: calculated relative frequencies of the stretching
bands for X−·(HDO). Shown are results from eq 9: solid lines; X−·
(HcODd) conformer: dashed lines; X−·(DcOHd) conformer: dotted
lines. The solid black arrows represent experimental data reported in
ref 19. Red dashed arrows are theoretical predictions from refs 7 and
19. The dotted black arrow represents the experimental dangling
frequency in X−·(D2O) from ref 19. Bottom panel: same as the top
panel for the OOP frequency (see text). All frequencies are expressed
relative to the corresponding average symmetric and asymmetric
stretches of the isolated H2O (ω¯RMPD = 3770 cm−1; ω¯exp = 3707
cm−1) .
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stretching motions involving Hc and Hd or Dc and Dd atoms.
Such correspondence is very clearly manifested if one splits the
full time correlation function of eq 9 into contributions from
those time intervals during which the connectivity patterns are
preserved: the dashed (dotted) line corresponds to the
spectrum obtained from correlation functions collected during
time intervals with I−·(HcODd) ((I

−· (DcOHd)) connectivity.
The comparison between the calculated relative frequencies

and the experimental results is also instructive. Except for the
position of the connective-H peak, which falls ∼30 cm−1 higher
than the experimental value, the three other calculated signals
agree well and are comparable to results obtained from high-
quality quantum calculations reported in refs 7 and 19. The one
frequency mismatch is akin to that already reported by us for
OH stretching motions along water−water hydrogen bonds in
single-donor water molecules exhibiting a second dangling H.42

In the lower panel of Figure 3, we display plots for the band
arising from the OOP mode. Clearly, the larger red shift
observed in the dotted line is associated with ionic binding to
D. Moreover, because this mode is largely dominated by the
displacement of the connecting atom,18 a simple estimate of the
difference in the shifts for the two isotopomers can be obtained
as

ω ω ωΔ = −

∼
ℏ

⟨ ⟩ − ⟨ ⟩ = −T T

( )

4
( ) 103.7 cm

rel rel
H OD

rel
H OD

H
OOP

D
OOP 1

c d d c

c c (10)

a value that agrees with the observed shift shown in Figure 3,
Δ(ωrel) = 101 cm−1.
III.B. The I−·(H2O)21 cluster. We will now move to the

analysis of preferential isotopic solvation of anions in larger
clusters. As a test case, we focused attention on the I−·(H2O)21
aggregate. Our goal is the characterization of the competition
between water−water and ion−water interactions. This, in turn,
might control the relative isotope stabilities at donor positions
along these two different hydrogen bonds.
The choice of this “intermediate” cluster size was deliberate

so as to avoid two scenarios in which one could anticipate that
our approximate model is suspect. First, these are smaller
aggregates for which our description is unlikely to reproduce
the intricacies of the manifold of low-energy and stable
conformers with well-defined symmetries that characterize
small cluster structures with fewer than 10 water molecules.7,13

These structures are controlled by subtleties originating from
many-body effects that are absent in our present treatment.
Second, the direct implementation of our force field in the
analysis of larger, mesoscopic aggregates would be equally
debatable because, again, it lacks an adequate treatment of
many-body effects, which are believed to control ionic positions
(inner versus surface) in cluster environments.43−47

Our starting point involved obtaining a series of initial
conditions for I−·(H2O)21 clusters at T = 50 K by implementing
a standard replica exchange scheme.48−51 In doing so, we
performed simulation runs for a set of 15 noninteracting replica
cluster systems, simulated classically for about 10 ns and
thermalized at temperatures in the interval between 50 and 250
K. At regular intervals of the order of 10 ps, swap-trial moves of
configurations from trajectories at neighboring temperatures
were attempted, with acceptance criteria controlled by a
Metropolis algorithm.52 After proper equilibration, 10 statisti-
cally independent configurations from the lowest temperature
were used as initial conditions for quantum RPMD canonical

ensemble runs. In Figure 1c we present a snapshot of one
representative configuration; it can be roughly portrayed in
terms of an aqueous domain of irregular shape, hosting the
ionic solute in a nested structure. In this cluster size regime,
there is no clear distinction between bulklike hydration and
surface states. Typically, the solute-first solvation shell looks
incomplete and is composed of n = 6−7 water molecules acting
as double donors of HB to the I− and to a neighboring water
molecule lying at the outer (second) solvation shell. From the
dynamical side, in this thermal regime, the clusters exhibit
solidlike characteristics with practically no diffusive motions.
Armed with these initial configurations, we examined

simultaneous H-to-D exchanges in the set of n tagged
molecules, namely:

· → ·− −I (D OH ) I (H OD )c w n c w n (11)

where, in eq 11, the subscript “w” indicates an atom acting as
HB donor to a water molecule in the second solvation shell
(see Figure 1c). The free energy associated with the previous
transformation can be estimated in a straightforward fashion
using standard thermodynamic integration techniques,53

namely:

∫ λ
λ

λΔ = ∂
∂ λ

A
A( )

d
0

1

(12)

where the control parameter λ determines the reversible
transformation of the mass in each one of the n water
molecules, and ⟨···⟩λ denotes a canonical ensemble average
taken with the masses fixed at {mi(λ)}. Reversible trans-
formations were carried out following a procedure similar to
one described in ref 17, where we refer the reader for additional
details.
Figure 4 contains results for cumulative integrals of the type

∫λ λ
λ

λΔ = ∂ ′
∂ ′

′
λ

λ′
A

A
( )

( )
d

0 (13)

The reversible transformation was performed along the
following linear path, namely:

Figure 4. Cumulative integrals for the total and projected free-energy
differences associated with the isotopic exchange shown in eq 11. (a)
Total free energy, (b) parallel projection, (c) in-plane projection, and
(d) out-of-plane projection. Open circles: I−·(H2O)n; black circles:
Br−·(H2O)n. Insets show only areas near λ = 1.
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λ λ

λ λ

= +

= −

m m

m m

( ) (1 )

( ) (2 )

H p

D p (14)

where mp represents the proton mass. Panel a includes results
for the total free-energy difference, whereas in panels (b)
through (d) we present the corresponding projections. In all
cases, the insets allow for a clearer view of the region close to
the complete mass transformations, i.e., ΔA(λ = 1) . The
simultaneous analysis of the entries in Table 2b is instructive;
note that the positive difference in ⟨THw

⟩ − ⟨ THc
⟩ anticipates

the preference of the light isotope to lie at positions adjacent to
the ionic solute. However, the magnitude of the latter difference
is significantly smaller than the one we recorded for ⟨THd

⟩ −
⟨THc

⟩ when we contrasted values for the connecting and
dangling positions. This is to be expected because, in the
present case, the comparison is established between donor
atoms along alternative hydrogen bonds of comparable
strengths, rather than with one that completely lacks an H-
bond. The plot in the inset of panel (a) (open circles) confirms
this tendency and shows a free-energy difference per hydrogen
bond five times smaller, i.e., βΔA/n ~ 0.25. It is important to
remark that the stabilization of light atoms at connecting
positions to the ionic solute agrees with experimental evidence
reported for aqueous solutions at ambient conditions54−56 as
well as recent theoretical predictions.57

The dissection of ΔA and the kinetic energy differences into
projected contributions provides additional relevant informa-
tion: (i) the contribution from the parallel projection is of
opposite sign with respect to the other two and reveals that,
along this direction, water−water hydrogen bonds look
stronger and, correspondingly, the positional dispersion should
be larger than that in which the I− acts as acceptor; and (ii) the
OOP dynamical mode still controls the global stabilization of
light isotopes at I−···HO hydrogen bonds.
An additional feature that confirms the previous trend is

presented in Figure 5. The upper plots correspond to RPMD

OH stretching bands along these two different hydrogen bonds.
To extract clear signals, in Figure 5 we show results from
simulations in which all hydrogens were transformed into D
except the tagged ones contributing to the localized dynamical
mode of interest. Note that the O···HO peak (solid line)
appears to be ∼50 cm−1 red-shifted with respect to the I−···HO
one (dashed line). Interestingly, the latter displacement is akin
to those reported by Kropman et al.58 for the OH stretch
vibration and the X−···HO in solution. In passing, we stress that
the latter tendency is at odds with experimental results reported
for small clusters, such as, for example, the I−·(H2O)2 trimer.
There, the signals from OH stretching along the ionic HBs
present larger red shifts than those localized along interwater
HBs.2 As such, we are led to conclude that the presence of
growing numbers of nearby water molecules induces stronger
water−water interactions at the expense of weakening ionic
bonds, most probably as a result of energetic competition.
Before closing our analysis, we will briefly comment on the

isotopic stabilization changes as we consider ionic solutes of
smaller size. In Table 1 and Figure 3, we also present RPMD
results for geometrical parameters of the global minimum and
the frequencies shifts in the IR spectrum of the Br−·(H2O)
dimer. The quality of the agreement with experimental results
and quantum calculations remains comparable to the one
observed for the I−·(H2O) case. The plots in Figure 4 (black
circles) show that, in the Br−·(H2O)21 aggregate, the global H-
stabilization free energy and the corresponding projections
drop by a factor of ∼2−3 compared to the I−·(H2O)21 results.
At the same time, the shift in the RPMD signals displayed in
the lower part of Figure 5 is reduced to ∼15 cm−1 but remains
comparable to the experimental result.58 The physical
interpretation of these trends is straightforward, considering
the stronger character of the ionic Br−···HO HB, whose
strength becomes closer to the one prevailing along interwater
bonding. As such, the stabilization of light atoms adjacent to
anionic solutes of smaller sizes should progressively diminish, a
trend which accords with results obtained from electrochemical
cell measurements54 and D/H fractionation in gas and solution
phases.56

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The quantum simulation results presented in this paper provide
microscopic insights into the preferential solvation of H and D
isotopic species in the closest solvation shells of anionic species
dissolved in water nanoclusters. For the particular case of the
I−·(HOD) dimer, our thermodynamic analysis shows a clear
propensity of the light isotope to lie at dangling positions. From
a qualitative perspective, at temperatures close to ∼50 K, our
simulations predict a 3:1 proportion between the equilibrium
populations of I−·(DOH) isomers and that of its I−·(HOD)
isotopomer. Looking for the origins of such stabilization, we
analyzed different projections of the nuclear kinetic energies of
the different atoms, which closely reflect their corresponding
local spatial extents. In particular, we found that the relative
stabilization is controlled by the quantum dispersions along
directions perpendicular to the plane of the water molecule.
From a dynamical perspective, these directions have been
previously identified with normal mode coordinates corre-
sponding to low-frequency, out-of-plane bend motions18 that,
invoking a simple ZPE analysis, would drive the observed
stabilization. Despite the simplicity of the implemented force
field, the quality of the present predictions for the relative
frequencies observed in the infrared spectrum of the dimer is

Figure 5. RPMD absorption spectra for X−·(H2O)21 clusters at T = 50
K (X = I or Br). The plots are restricted to OH stretching signals from
water molecules lying in the solute first solvation shell. Solid lines: O···
HO hydrogen bond connectivity; dashed lines: X−···HO hydrogen
bond connectivity. To facilitate the comparison, the line shapes were
normalized to equal maximum intensities.
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quite satisfactory and, in most cases, comparable to those
reported from high quality quantum calculations at 0 K.
We extended our analysis to larger clusters of the type I−·

(H2O)21 to examine possible modifications of the previous
scenario derived from the presence of an increasing number of
solvent molecules. In this case, we gauged the competitive
characteristics between isotopic stabilizations at donor positions
in ion−water hydrogen bonds versus water−water ones, the
latter linking the first solvation shell with the adjacent, second
shell. We stress that, in this cluster size regime, the solvation of
these anions consistently takes the form of an irregular cluster,
such that one cannot establish a clear difference between
bulklike (i.e., fully solvated) and surface (i.e. partially solvated)
ionic configurations. For the purposes of the present study, this
distinction does not play a key role because the hydrogen
atoms are, in any case, engaged in an interaction with either the
ion or another water molecule. The key element controlling the
relative isotopic stability is the difference between the quantum
kinetic energies of H atoms at these different connective
positions.
Contrasting with the dimer case, our results predict a

preferential connectivity of the type I−···HOD in contraposition
to the I−···DOH alternative, although from a quantitative point
of view, the magnitude of the resulting stabilization is five times
smaller than the one registered in the dimer case. Still, in these
larger clusters, the key feature driving the H propensity is the
differences in the quantum OOP spatial extent. Finally, our
study included a brief exploratory analysis performed along
Br−···HO hydrogen bonds showed an additional drop in the H
stabilization by a factor of ∼2−3, a result that agrees with
experimental tendencies reported in bulk aqueous phases at
ambient conditions.54,56,58

In the present context, several open questions remain and
will certainly deserve additional investigation. Of these, two are
particularly relevant; the first concerns how isotopic preference
would evolve in the solvation shells of smaller anions, such as
F−, where the role of intermolecular proton transfer should
necessarily introduce nontrivial modifications in the simplified
picture presented here. However, the explicit incorporation of
electronic polarization in the anionic species should also
modulate the delicate interplay between ion−water and water−
water interactions that, in turn, might control major structural
differences, e.g., the presence of surface or inner solvation
states. This introduces more complexities in the thermody-
namic analysis of the isotopic stabilization in larger aggregates
along different intramolecular connectivity patterns that, in
addition to the aforementioned ion−water and water−water
hydrogen bondings, should also include the hypothetical
presence of dangling states at surface solvation states. In all
cases, before attempting an answer, there is a clear need for
more refined force fields.
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